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ENERGY TRANSITION IN PRACTICE:
EuroSkyPark GmbH to deliver data transmission
solutions for Windreich‘s large-scale projects
Windreich AG, one of the leading onshore and offshore wind energy developers, relies on the solutions developed by the Saarbrucken-based company EuroSkyPark (ESP) for data transmission. Besides, Windreich plans to
develop its cooperation with ESP, the specialist in satellite communications solutions.
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Because cooperation between ESP and Windreich has been
successful until now, the investment company plans to commission ESP, who has become a global player, to deliver further
tasks. ‚ESP has proved to be a professional, reliable and quality
business partner‘, reported Anant M. Khadkikar, project manager for control systems at Windreich AG. Network conception,
router configuration and antenna mast calculation belong to the
jobs that Windreich intends to contract out to ESP in future.
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Windreich AG is a strong group of companies that is actively shaping the energy supply of tomorrow
and delivering positive returns on capital to its many investors. As one of the leading onshore and
offshore wind energy developers, the group bundles the skills and experience gained from previous
projects to promote the development of offshore wind farms in particular. Together with its strategic
partners, Windreich AG is making a significant contribution to the utilization of renewable energies
and sustainable energy supply.

EuroSkyPark GmbH (ESP) is an innovative company which delivers solutions for controlling and monitoring technical installations where satellite communication and electricity, gas and water supply
meet. Starting with three staff in 2006, the company now employs around 60 people, most of whom are
engineers or technicians. ESP uses the capacity available on various satellites across the globe and is
ASTRA‘s exclusive cooperation partner for SCADA services. ESP is the technology leader for the power
generation and supply industries; it has considerable expertise in the field of renewable energies and
is the market leader in connecting offshore installations to the telecommunications network.
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